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The simple one page checkout needs less effort and time to achieve. This is true
when it comes to the image above the Add to Cart button in the product page. For

customers who have to add multiple products at a time, the simple one page
checkout is much easier than the traditional multi-step checkout. The simplicity of
one page checkout greatly increases sales. Thanks to this checkout, the checkout
page will not have as many fields. This will allow your cart to load faster and you

can focus on finding out details like email address etc. An administrator also has a
simple solution when it comes to the cart: it can be set up to be private. There are

benefits to a private cart: the customer has a dedicated e-mail address and can’t be
contacted by other customers. 11. Trust your business - Customers can trust you

more if they get a consistent customer experience each time they make a purchase.
This is why you need to keep the checkout process consistent across all sales
channels: websites, apps, and mobile devices. That means all the checkout

experience will have the same design language, but can be done independently
from each other. 13. Same Order/Shopping Information throughout the Buy Flow -
Customers like to know the exact details about their order, from its purchase date
to the status of their shipping and even the real-time tracking. Hence, even though
you have different checkout options for different carts, you need to make sure that
your customers can access the same order and shipping details throughout the buy

process.
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